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Real Time Modeling of Cardiac Tissue

Flavio H. Fenton



 We need to model  2D and 3D hearts 

 Reproduce recordings used by machines 
(Electrode and ECGs)



What is the ECG

Experiment our lab (rabbit heart
Using optical mapping.
Rabbit heart

Atria

Ventricles 

ECG



ECG leads.



Things to Note:

Direction of activation gives QRS (given by Purkinje activations)

T-wave is given by the irregular wave back
Purkinje Fibers Regions of cells with 

different durations



Multi dimensional system  
(from 0 to 3D)

Open heart and Purkinje network



Multi dimensional system  
(from 0 to 3D)

Open heart and Purkinje network



T-wave is given by the irregular wave back

How do we 
implement 
ECG?



ECG from simulations and Exp.



 Reconstructed ECG (from experiment, or numerical)

Normal ischemic



 Reconstructed ECG (from experiment, or numerical)

Advantage!



Real time Simulations of this:
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Simulations 2D simulations

Multiple 
spiral 
waves

Single 
spiral 
waves
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Potassium

Calcium 

Potassium

Mathematically, each 
current can be 
modeled by an ODE

The more complex 
the model the more 
equations to solve



Simulations
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Stiff ODEs

Euler Method Time for the upstroke ~5 mseconds !!
the Every time step  dt: 0.01ms
i.e.  1 second requires 10,000 iterations! 



Simulations

1 second requires 10,000 
iterations!

Each cell (4 to 24) ODEs

Number of cells in tissue?
Millions!

•TenTusher model. 
200424 
ODEs

We have to Solve:
~10 x 1011 ODEs per second 
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